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EDITORIAL
“There is no chance of the welfare of the world unless
the condition of women is improved. It is not possible
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diverse needs of customers, has met with unprecedented
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to commemorate the occasion. Read about them in our
feature article in Hindi.
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International : The Women
Empowerment Journey
1945 : Founding Charter of the United Nations, supporting
the rights of women.
1946 : Established Commission on the Status of Women
(CSW)
1948 : Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
1975 : International Women’s Year
1975 : First World Conference on Women in Mexico
1976-1985 : UN Decade for Women

EQUALITY
MEANS
BUSINESS
high-level corporate leadership
1Establish
for gender equality.
all women and men fairly at work – respect
2 Treat
and support human rights and nondiscrimination.
the health, safety and well-being
3 Ensure
of all women and men workers.
education, training and professional
development for women.
4 Promote
enterprise development, supply chain
5 Implement
and marketing practices that empower women.
equality through community initiatives
6 Promote
and advocacy.
and publicly report on progress
7 Measure
to achieve gender equality.
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Mao Zedong said, 'Women hold up half the sky.'
Women are a vital human resource, with immense
potential for achieving results at the workplace
and in society. The sky is the limit for her – if she
wants to succeed !

1976 : Established UN International Research and Training
Institute for the Advancement of Women (UN-INSTRAW)
1976 : Established UN Development Fund for Women
(UNIFEM)
1977 : United Nations Day for Women's Rights and
International Peace
1979 : Adopted Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)
1980 : Second World Conference on Women in
Copenhagen
1985 : Third World Conference for Women in Nairobi
1993 : Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against
Women
1995 : Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing
2000 : Gender issues were integrated in many Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs)
2010 : New UN Entity for Gender Equality and the
Empowerment of Women – UN Women – merged four
of the world body’s agencies: the UN Development Fund
for Women (UNIFEM), the Division for the Advancement

  
Gender Issues, and the UN International Research and
Training Institute for the Advancement of Women.
2012 : Adopted UN System-wide Action Plan (UN SWAP)
on gender equality and women’s empowerment
y International Women’s Day is observed on 8 March.
y International Day for the Elimination of Violence against
Women is observed on 25 November.

National Policy for the
Empowerment of Women
Objectives of this Policy include :

social policies for full development of women to enable
them to realize their full potential
!"#"#$
and fundamental freedom by women on equal basis with
men in all spheres – political, economic, social,
cultural and civil
%*+
women in social, political and economic life of the nation
%*; *$
at all levels, career and vocational guidance, employment,
equal remuneration, occupational health and safety, social
$<=
$
forms of discrimination against women
$
by active participation and involvement of both men
and women
>
process
%
against women and the girl child; and
J;$ 
particularly women’s organizations.

Women constitute about 48.46 % of the country's
population. Utilizing the potential of half of the population will
lead to economic growth and human capital development. Over the
years, the position of women in India has been transforming and today
$<;+=
X; Z;$=Z;
policies, the fruits of development are not shared equally. Indian women even
today, face inequality in many areas. A cohesive approach must be followed to
empower women and provide equal opportunities and rights that will lead to a
change in the society. I am sure, women on their part, with their
"$+<$ <
towards a peaceful, prosperous and progressive world.
- Krishna Tirath
Minister of State (Independent Charge),
Ministry of Women & Child Development

The number of women
is few at senior management
positions, therefore, the younger generation
does not have positive role models to emulate
and draw support of. Mentoring, which is critical to
retain talent and develop it further, is often missing due to
;
roles. Women, 49% of this nation, have the right and the
<$+<; 
social and cultural development of this rich country. Women
have to rise themselves and come forward, through hard
;+ ;<=
Veena Swarup
Director (HR),
Engineers India Limited

It is imperative that the
employer issue a strong policy from the
$[+
"zero tolerance" approach. This can be done through
mandatory publicity campaigns on prevention of sexual
]$<+<
;< ;
development outreach points, health centers or other.
Dr. Charu WaliKhanna
Member,
National Commission for Women

Source : Kaleidoscope Vol. 23 No. 10 March 2014
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Women
Empowerment
in India

Today, women are emerging as
; <
aeronautics, medicine, space, engineering, law,
politics, business and education. Through online
activism, women are able to empower themselves by
organizing campaigns and voicing their opinions for equality
rights without feeling oppressed by members of society.
Prema Cariappa
Chairperson,
Central Social Welfare Board

The gender convergence mantra also holds
+$
dream of growth with justice and equity. Women's concerns
<+<$ 
planning and governance, with recognition of their role as critical
growth agents and as ambassadors of social change.
Rashmi Singh
Executive Director, National Resource Centre for Women,
National Mission for Empowerment of Women
Ministry of Women and
Child Development

Forum of Women in
Public Sector (WIPS)
Cabinet Secretariat in association with Department of
Public Enterprises (DPE) and Standing Conference
of Public Enterprises (SCOPE) organized a National
Convention on Women in PSEs in October 1989 in New
Delhi, which was attended by 500 delegates. Thereafter,
Forum of Women in Public Sector (WIPS) was created
collectively by women under the aegis of SCOPE on
12th February, 1990. With a Central Apex Committee
and four Regional Chapters at Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai
^+ <$
Women of the single largest organized sector in focusing
the issues related to the advancement of women.
February 12th is celebrated every year as WIPS Day by
all PSEs.

Empowerment of women has a direct impact on the
business strategy, sustainability efforts and global economy. Real
+<$;$$
;+=%*;
enhances productivity and increases the country's contribution to global GDP. The Indian
Constitution is one of the most progressive in the world and guarantees equal rights for men and
women. A number of laws have been enacted to empower women socially, economically, legally and
politically. We, on our part, can help fuel women's empowerment and accelerate women's leadership
within our own four walls. Companies grow only when its employees grow as individuals. Similarly, women
<;;$_ <=
`<%<;+ *$
contributing to the growth and development of their organizations. Their inherent talent and potential to
+<
fostered and encouraged.
- Kusumjit Sidhu, IAS
Secretary, Department of Public Enterprises
Ministry of Heavy Industries
& Public Enterprises
There is a growing need for Indian
Corporates to strengthen their policies,
processes and systems to deal with gender related
;+ ;
$;<;+=
most organizations would await an external stimulus, great
organizations stay ahead of their time in their values,
beliefs and actions.
Nishi Vasudeva
C&MD, Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Ltd.

Nothing is sustainable unless women
themselves become the driving force for
themselves. Having ambition & clear goals, continuous
learning approach, putting in best in every assignment,
<+$; 
  $ <$ ;+
effectively, manage information, caring attitude and there is no
<;+=

There needs to be a sea change in the
mindset of the people in the country. Not just the
; <;+;
that is moving towards equality and equity. The employers and
employees organizations, notably the Trade Unions have to play
a pro-active role in mainstreaming gender equality issues. Gender
budgeting in the Government has to be implemented for ensuring
focused delivery of a range of government services to the women
;+<=
Anil Khachi
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Labour & Employment
Government of India

Dr. Reena Ramachandran
Former C&MD, Hindustan Organic Chemicals Ltd.,
Founder President (WIPS)

Women employees are often caught
<;;+<
at home, specially when they have young children.
That mid-career promotion not accepted may well be
the deciding factor for the journey to the Board Room. So,
;$|;;=  +
the right moves to appear assertive yet team-spirited, decisive
and people oriented, committed to organizational business
and discipline. Not later than mid career onwards, start
*+<|=

Corporate India needs
to be credited with providing better
opportunities and greater avenues for professional
growth to women employees. However, the society at
large is still suffering from gender discrimination,
age-old stereotypes in the name of tradition and general
apathy to women's independence and safety. Despite having
many women-centric development policies, the fruits of
development are yet to be shared equally.
Dr. U.D. Choubey
Director General, SCOPE

Manjusha Bhatnagar
}> Z >~$
Petrochemicals Ltd
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International Women's
Day Celebrations in BPCL
Theme : Inspiring Change
<$+
of its women. - Jawaharlal Nehru
The education and empowerment of women throughout the
world cannot fail to result in a more caring, tolerant, and
peaceful life for all.
- Aung San Suu Kyi, General Secretary National
League for Democracy, Burma, Nobel Peace Prize in 1991

Empowering women to rise above their daily challenges
and emerge as a winner everyday was the theme of the
International Women’s Day celebrations at CO. With
    * $  + 
>= + <+ $ 
 +"
  ; ; <   +  
<;+<
=         =
She advocated setting small goals and achieving them,
$      ;+
      $= ! + 
them to challenge themselves to achieve excellence and be
their best selves. The winners of the Hindi poetry, essay and
creative presentation competition were also felicitated on
the occasion.

A woman is the full circle. Within her is the power to create,
nurture and transform. – Diane Mariechild
There can never be a generation of great men until there
has been a generation of free women or free mothers.
– Robert Greene Ingersoll

Southern Region

Northern Region
At NRO Ms. Kalpana Sethi, Executive
Director, Airport Authority of India shared
the challenges faced in her professional
and personal life and emphasized on the
power of being positive throughout.
`;|~>+|
|+%|
|J+
Women' by Ms. Kavita Singh; 'Important Tips on Women
$<$>= +]>= Z<
Introduction to ‘Internal Complaint Committee (ICC), Northern
~![X+
` `  `<  ~  X +
for Women’ on important health issues including change in
life style, stress and added responsibilities of contemporary
;<$ =  X="
 * ;    +  
throughout the day.

 + ; <  ~ ; + 
+$     $   
dumb charades etc., exploring their hidden talents.
>= J J+   ; !  
highlighted the contribution of women since ancient times.
Ms. P. Rajeshwari, DGM, IIS South accented the importance
  ;= %>%!  _  
progress made, called for change and celebrated acts of
courage and determination by ordinary women who have
played extraordinary roles such as ambulance driver,
Mrs. Kayalvizhi and auto driver & car coach, Mrs. Kalarani,
who were honored at the Grand Finale.
The Oasis Quality Circle Team conducted women’s day
   +     
;+ $= 
from competitions and games, the highpoint of the activities
was the showcasing of talents of the participants who sang
and danced. The programme ended with a sumptuous lunch
enjoyed by all.

Petroleum Minister Launches ‘Dial Bharatgas Mini’
On 5th March 2014, Hon’ble Minister of Petroleum and
Natural Gas, Dr. M Veerappa Moily launched the ‘Dial
Bharatgas Mini’ Scheme in Bangalore in the presence
=X=+~$ X< $=+ 
^+ <$ =#
>=!=J > X+>===^   
(MOP&NG).
`J> +
cylinder) can dial the toll free number 1800 22 4344
(same for all cities) and order a new connection or a
$ ;;<
;<<+
number 24 x 7 and deliveries will be made from 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.
Dr. M Veerappa Moily launches the ‘Dial Bharatgas Mini’ Scheme.

This service has been launched in the cities of Delhi,
J X$<  < ^+  
+; >< J<; }`=
+`}$+;
documentation has commenced from Retail Outlets
and the scheme has been successfully catering to
;+Z!
professionals, BPO employees, students etc. This option
$<;$>+
Company. Hon’ble Petroleum Minister appreciated the
initiative of BPCL in enhancing customer convenience
and raising the level of service standards.
Dr. Neeraj Mittal, Joint Secy. (M), MOP&NG launches ‘Dial
Bharatgas Mini’ in Delhi in the presence of Mr. Alok Tripathi,
Director (LPG), MOP&NG, Ms. Monica Widhani, ED (Coordination),
Mr. D.N. Mathur, RLM North, Mr. Monir Khan, DGM Coordination
and Mr. Kailash Nath, TM LPG Piyala.

‘Dial Bharatgas Mini’ Scheme in Mumbai

‘Dial Bharatgas Mini’ Scheme in Pune

Memorable MOUs...
...With MOP & NG
BPCL has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with MoP&NG for 2014-15. The MoU was signed
in Delhi on 24th March 2014 by Mr. Saurabh Chandra,
Secretary, MoP&NG and Mr. S. Varadarajan, our C&MD,
in the presence of Dr. S.C. Khuntia, AS & FA, MOP&NG,
>=^=^=}   > 
MoP&NG and BPCL. BPCL has been consistently awarded
an 'Excellent' rating for its performance, from the time
of its inception. We are committed to forge ahead in this
continuous pursuit of excellence.

Mr. S. Varadarajan, our C&MD, and Mr. Saurabh Chandra,
Secretary, MoP&NG exchange the MoU for 2014-15.

...With BPRL

Mr. S. Varadarajan, our C&MD and Mr. D. Rajkumar, MD, BPRL
sign the MoU.

Bharat PetroResources Limited (BPRL) has entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with BPCL for the
$"=!>;<$
>==# > >= =~#+ > 
BPRL in Delhi on 24th March 2014 in the presence of
Mr. K.K. Gupta, our Director (M), Ms. Monica Widhani,
ED (Coordination), Mr. B.P. Singh, GM I/C (Planning &
Infrastructure) and other team members of BPCL and BPRL.
This is the seventh MoU BPRL has signed with BPCL. BPRL
has achieved an ‘Excellent’ rating in the MoUs signed during
the last six years.

...With IGL
BPCL has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding
> ;>]=Z}= Z} +
Lubricants at IGL Gas Stations across Delhi and NCR. The
MOU was signed on 28th March 2014 between
Mr. RIA Khan, RM Lubricants (NR) and Mr. Rajesh
Chaturvedi, Director (Commercial), IGL at Noida Regional
=`$ Z};+}
 ]~+
$$=;+< ;
$+< <$> ^}% 
premium CNG Engine Oil and Coolants at these outlets.
This new channel will help us penetrate horizontally on
a wide reach of selling points of MAK Lubricants and will
simultaneously also help in leveraging brand visibility across
Delhi/NCR in the CNG segment. The agreement is valid
$=Z#+>!
<;;+"=
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Mr. Rajesh Chaturvedi, Director (Commercial), IGL and
Mr. RIA Khan, RM Lubricants (NR) exchange the MoU.

NHT CCR Complex Commissioned at MR

NEWS

Octane Number of 108 (used for MS blend) was
diverted to storage on 8th March, 2014.
Mr. S.S. Sunderajan, ED (MR), while lauding the team,
said this was possible due to the untiring effort, tenacity
& single-minded focus of the BPCL/UIPL/contractors
team. Mr. K.K. Gupta, Director (M), appreciated the
efforts of the team and called upon each one to strive
for maximizing the production of MS. Mr. S.P. Gathoo,
Director (HR), praised the safety record of the CCR
+#
the same standards in other projects also.
Mr. B.K. Datta, Director (R), an epitome of strength
~ +;
heights in optimization and production.
  ><~$<
with undiluted joy, as Mr. S. Varadarajan, our C&MD,
unveiled the plaque to commission the NHT/CCR
Complex at an impressive ceremony graced by our
=X;$
  +
CCR dream come true.
The 1.17 MMTPA unit, which can upgrade Naphtha to
Motor Spirit (MS), while producing LPG and Hydrogen
as byproduct, was built at a cost of Rs. 1827 crores.
The Naphtha Hydrotreater (NHT) unit feed was cut
in on 10th February 2014 and Continuous Catalytic
Regeneration (CCR) unit feed was cut in on 4th March
2014. On-grade product, Heavy Reformate with an

BP Expressway Goes Platinum
J`%[;$ _!><
Pune MSRDC Expressway, once again achieved
X;$``
RO in the country ! BP Expressway was dedicated to
the customers by Regional Head Retail West,
>=`==~>=#>+ >
Retail West. It caters to customers plying from
Mumbai to Pune, Kolhapur, Mahabaleshwar, Goa and
Bengaluru.
Earlier in the year, the OSTS successfully passed all
the stringent norms of the New Highway Platinum
>;<$ 
>===!+ >
Highway Retailing HQ,
>=<+ 
Manager, Retail Sales –
West and Mr. S. Vembu,
Sr.Manager Retail Initiatives,
West.
Schemes abound at this
OSTS. The newly launched
scheme across the territory

of ‘Fill More Win More’ had garnered enthusiasm. The
cross promotional scheme with non-fuel ARB partners,
wherein every partner on the food court was offering
our customers an excellent discount on their food bills
on the minimum purchase of Rs.1500 worth of fuel, was
=~<++
*$;+
design of the new facilities. The best DSM (three of
them), best team leader and best cashier awards were
also presented. Such enhancement in services and
infrastructure not only leads to customer satisfaction
but also accelerates the process towards achieving
customer delight.

MAFFFL Soars

Forging Ahead
`Z!$_>
Fuel Oil scenario when they successfully quelled the
competition to bag the total Fuel Oil business of
M/s. Bharat Forge Ltd. (BFL) for the period February
2014 to March 2015. BFL’s annual fuel requirement of
more than 30 TMT of Furnace Oil and Industrial SKO
would now be exclusively supplied by BPCL.

From left are Mr. Shyam Mustyalwar, Mr. Pramod Sharma,
Mr. Rajeev Jain, Mr. K.V. Rao and Mr. S.C. Meshram after signing
the Shareholders Agreement.

The JV, Mumbai Aviation Fuel Farm Facility Private
= >  +;+
– BPCL, HPCL, IOC and Mumbai International Airport
Ltd. (MIAL) with 25% shareholding each in the JVC agreeing to put in an aggregate equity contribution of
Rs.238.88 crore. The overall project cost is estimated
at Rs.653.08 crore, with equity contribution by each
member at Rs.59.72 crore. The integrated hydrant
#+$<<$> ;
three years.
Mr. K.V.Rao, Director Finance, HPCL, Mr. Rajeev Jain,
CEO MIAL, Mr. S.C. Meshram, ED (Direct Sales), IOC,
Mr. Shyam Mustyalwar, CEO MAFFFL and Mr. Pramod
Sharma, ED Aviation, BPCL signed the Shareholders
Agreement and Share Purchase Agreement on
6.3.2014 at Mumbai. The existing fuel farm assets and
services will get transferred to the JVC. We have also
constructed a dedicated ATF pipeline from Mumbai
~$  ;;
2014. With ownership of the fuel farm infrastructure
at the airport and dedicated ATF pipeline from our
~$ J`;
other ATF suppliers. Also, with commencement of the
integrated Common User Facility, BPCL as ATF supplier
;<$""=

Launch of ASMA
      
and scrap, ERP CC has developed ASMA-Asset
and Scrap Management Application to provide
an online end to end solution through creation
of ADA, sales order, delivery, PGI & billing and
asset retirement. This application will have a
       
the entire disposal process, thereby creating value
for the organization. The application went live at
` >   <$      
order in the production system through ASMA by
Mr. George Paul, ED (LPG) and the release of the
user manual by Mr. K.B.Narayanan, ED (IIS).

The second largest forging group in the world, BFL’s
Pune unit boasts of being the world’s largest forging
unit in a single location. Owing to their international
stature and growing national presence, it has become
prestigious to bag their business. Further, their
J+*
]  $~+
Companies to meet Q&Q as well as logistic challenges.
BFL is also poised to forge stronger bonds as a partner
in BPCL’s consortium – BPRL which has been awarded
[<+<$J }#=
The formal MOU was signed at Pune on 8th March,
<$>==;+ !> Z `
Mr. R. Nale, Sr. Manager Materials in the presence
>=#`+ ` 
> J>=~=`=+ %  Z 
>=>+ }> Z >=`Z$ 
>=J  Z= X`!$=J$
offering to become their total Fuel provider, I&C has also
initiated dialogue with BFL Management to source their
Lubes & LPG requirements from BPCL during the year.

Basant Utsav
BPCL’s beautiful blooms reigned supreme at
the Noida Flower Show organized by the Noida
Floriculture Society, in association with Noida
Authority. Leading corporates, schools, Govt.
authorities etc. use this platform to showcase their
;+
premises. BPCL won a plethora of prizes – the
Best Institutional Garden, Best Entry in Show and
X >+<$Z 
to name a few.

Skill Development for Youth

Boosting Gas Infrastructure

J`<+*#
+$$^ 
partnership with M/s. ITCOT Consultancy and Services
= # 
State Development Corporations and Commercial
J+=!>;$^~$
<$>==#$+ %    
Mr. P Mishra, Pr. Vice President, ITCOT.
The project envisages providing vocational training to
$$^~$
over a span of 15 months. The candidates will be then
forwarded to placement in various sectors. M/s ITCOT
;$+
+ +=

Mr. S. Vijayakumar, signs the agreement. Also seen are
Mr. Srikant Desai, GM Designate, Mr. Basil Benjamin, CM (Projects),
Mr. Vineeth M. Varghese, Manager (PR), Ms. Priya Satish,
Dy. Manager (CSR) and Mr. P Mishra.

From left are Mr. Vijay Duggal, then DGM (NI) Gas, BPCL,
Mr. I. S. Rao, ED (Gas), BPCL, Mr. Vivek Mittal, Sr. Manager
Commercial, PLL, Mr. R.K. Garg, Director (Commercial) PLL, Dr. A.K.
Balyan, MD & CEO, PLL, Mr. Rajender Singh, VP (Technical) PLL and
Mr. Pankaj Wadhwa, VP (Finance) PLL.

After partnering in the major cross country gas pipelines,
}J+#
the infrastructural requirements for meeting the gas
$ <$<+
capacity of 1 MMTPA at Petronet LNG terminal at
Dahej. This 1 MMTPA capacity would be in addition to
the existing 1.3 MMTPA currently handled by Gas SBU
and 2 MMTPA capacity share available at Kochi. The
additional capacity, which would be on tolling basis, will
enable BPCL to bring its own cargos to Dahej to meet
~}~=!
~;[<$
Mr. I.S. Rao, ED (Gas), BPCL and Mr. R.K. Garg,
Director Commercial, Petronet LNG Ltd. in the presence
of Dr. A.K.Balyan, MD&CEO, Petronet LNG Ltd. and
J`` =

Teacher Training & Leadership Development
Teachers are undisputedly the pillars of a progressive
society. Primary school teaching is very challenging
and sets the foundation for future learning. Hence, we
piloted the Teacher Training & Leadership Development
Project (2012-14) to empower and motivate primary
teachers & principals from 17 schools across Mumbai.
Through the project, we aimed to impact not only
individual classrooms but the entire school environment.
We had arranged many training sessions & activities for
these teachers over 2 years.
As a culmination of these sessions, we had organized
a exhibition of the “Teaching learning materials &
methods” on 7th March 2014 developed by the
teachers, which they have used innovatively in their
classroom. We received an overwhelming response

from teachers of primary & secondary schools, BPCL
employees and representatives of NGOs.
Olympian Mr. M.M. Somaya, then GM (Brand & PR)
+
the school environment through sports and also shared
the turning points & experiences in his life. The teachers
were inspired and determined to give of their best as per
the Olympics motto - Faster, Higher, Stronger….

C&MD presenting an award to Cherlapally Retail Installation

Annual HSSE Awards : 2012-13
The Annual HSSE Awards
are primarily aimed to
recognize
BUs/Entities
performance based on
well integrated HSSE
policies & procedures as a
+$   
which is measurable and
+  $ 
<$= ! ;
were
presented
by
Mr.S.Varadarajan, our C&MD, Mr. K.K.Gupta, Director
>+ >=J=^=    ~ 
 X%  >   >< ~$ 
10th March 2014.

CHAIRMAN’S AWARD
Ì%[  X%  >+ $ 
Cherlapally Retail Installation
ÌExcellence in HSSE in Retail (Installation/TOP
Category) : Sangrur Retail TOP
ÌExcellence in LPG (Annual Throughput above 125
TMT) : Coimbatore LPG plant.

AWARDS
Ì Rairu Depot : Excellence in HSSE : Retail Category
2 –Annual Throughput above 200 TKL
Ì J+`}`%[X%"`}
Category 1 :Annual Throughput upto 125 TMT
Ì Sidhpur Retail TOP : Excellence in HSSE - Retail
Category 1 :Annual Throughput upto 200 TKL
Ì Loni Lube Plant : Excellence in HSSE” - Lubes
Ì Jaipur AFS : Excellence in HSSE - Aviation Category
1 :Annual Throughput upto 10 TKL

Director (M) presenting an award to Gwalior AFS

Ì Gwalior AFS : Excellence in HSSE - Aviation Category
2 :Annual Throughput above 10 TKL
Ì Malarna E&P Project : Excellence in HSSE practices
at E&P Project site
Ì Gonda Depot : Best Near Miss Reporting, Analysis &
Corrective action
Ì Tondiarpet Retail Installation : Responsive Sustainable

~">+
Ì %~~JX%`
Ì Mumbai –Manmad Pipeline : Best HSSE practices in
Cross-Country Pipelines

Director (R) presenting an award to the MMPL team

AWARDS
Star PSU Award
BPCL received a special recognition during the Business Standard Awards
function when the company was awarded the ‘Star PSU of the Year’ trophy at a
glittering ceremony in Mumbai on 29th March 2014. The Chief Guest, Hon’ble
Minister of Commerce, Industry and Textiles, Mr. Anand Sharma, commended
the award winners as representatives of the dauntless spirit of Indian
entrepreneurship and mentioned that the awards were a salute to a resurgent
Z;+$=~; 
Mr. S. Varadarajan, our C&MD, expressed that it is a huge recognition of BPCL’s
ability to create value. The award revalidates our belief that if you have conviction
and willingness to innovate, customers will stand by you. BPCL can count itself
<`<+$
every member of the BPCL family who made this achievement possible!

Kerala Safety Award
^~$; $ ; <$ 
Department of Factories & Boilers, Government of Kerala, in the category of
$Z=>=`^=`+ %  ^~ ;
Mr. K. Muraleedharan, MLA at a function held at VJT Hall, Thiruvananthapuram
on National Safety Day viz. 4th March. Mr. Tom Jose, Secretary, Labour, and
Mr. K. Sasi, Director, Factories & Boilers, were also present.

NSC Safety Award
^~$;~" ;$`
in the Very Large Industries Sector instituted by National Safety Council (Kerala
Chapter) for the performance of 2013. Mr. P.K. Thampi, DGM (Technical) I/C
;%+===>==^= 
GM (Operations) & Vice Chairman, National Safety Council (Kerala Chapter)
+   = >= =>= ~  $= >=   $  
 ^$%$=
Mr. K. Sajeevan, Chairman, Kerala State Pollution Control Board,
Mr. P Pramod, Joint Director of Factories and Boilers, HQ, Mr. V.J. Francis Xavier,
Chairman, NSC(KC), Mr. M. Thomas Kadavan, Hon. Secretary, NSC(KC),
Mr. C.K. Krishnan, Hon. Treasurer, NSC(KC), Mr. K.N. Gopinath, Gen. Secretary,
CITU District Committee and Adv. K.P. Haridas, State Gen. Secretary, INTUC
were also present.

INFOSEC MAESTRO Award
Regarded as an integral part of IT strategy, Information Security plays a major
role for CIOs. ‘INFOSEC MAESTROS’ Awards 2014 have been instituted
       ;+ Z !$
professionals across verticals. Dr. U.V. Girish Kumar, GM (IT&BI), Retail HQ
has been selected as one of the top 100 INFOSEC MAESTROS across all
Industries in India in 2014. He received the award from Director, IBM-Asia
`  ! ><=

NEWS SNIPPETS

No Risks

for MR

~+ J Z $ ~JZ `"  
static equipment pertaining to CCU Complex, CCR
Complex, HDS Unit, MTBE Unit & MINAS Plant
was carried out as per schedule and rolled out by
Mr. S. S. Sunderajan, then GM I/C–MR on
3.3.2014. M/s. SGS India Pvt.Ltd. was the project
implementation partner and the project was
;+!$
   +   
loops comprising 3874 components in 5 plants.
On implementation of RBI Phase-3, the study of
   <   >< ~$=
Implementation of RBI has brought additional
wisdom into inspection culture, which would
_  >Z   < *$ 
qualitatively, resulting in higher reliability. This was
a collaborative effort by Inspection, Technology,
Operations and CS&S.

es Lives
h
c
u
o
T
Tarang
“Each time a man ... acts to improve the lot of
others ... he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope,”
said Robert F. Kennedy Jr. Product Despatches
  >< ~$   
small, informal, voluntary employee group initiative
called Tarang (ripple) to bond with the communities
around in various ways. The maiden activity of
! ;      ^
   >     + 
}$+
care of the orphaned HIV/AIDS patients / children.
>]=^= =^# `=X=J+ ==!;+ 
D.D. Subhedar, Pandu Koli & Kadam handed over a
cheque of Rs.40,000/- to them. The group is already
;+[#
 $ ;+  $  
Science, Mathematics & English at a nearby school.
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Audit Add

Value

The theme of the Audit Conference – ‘Adding
 %   _ ; ;
Audit adds value to the organization.
V - Veracity (Integrity of data & observance of facts)
A – Assurance (Providing assurance to
management & protecting company resources)
L – Law Compliance (Ensuring compliance with
laws, convergence with company policies/guidelines,
$ $+
U – Unbiased (Independent assessment & opinion)
E – Effectiveness (Assessing effectiveness of
    $]
improvement)
As a mirror is to our day-to-day life, so is Audit to the
various Businesses & Entities.

at
Medical Services

Hospitals

HRS (West) organized its annual meeting with delegates
from 35 Mumbai based empanelled hospitals/ diagnostic
centres. It was attended by Ben.Admin. Role Holders
 ;    ~  ~$=
During the discussions led by GM (HRS) West & GM (HR)
MR, various issues related to medical services provided
by hospitals, ranging from hassle-free admission to
billing and discharge, one point contact at the hospitals
  + 
reports etc. The hospitals have volunteered to conduct
  ] +     
preventive measures to increase awareness amongst
BPCL employees to lead a happy, healthy life.

Work
Story at
Stories have always fascinated us. We have grown up
listening to the stories of our elders. Moreover, stories
have instilled values and moulded our characters.
     +   <$
the ordinary and inspire us to achieve personal and
professional excellence. What better way to transfer
+;[$
to stories is above all, fun. Recently HRS South rolled
  *  " $  +   
and de-stress employees. Renowned storyteller,
Ms. Jeeva Raghunathan held the employees of SRO
spellbound with her engaging stories in English and
! $_=

or Villagers
Computer Vistas f
“Knowledge is power. Information is liberating. Education
is the premise of progress, in every society, in every family,”
^ =Z$; +;
=! ><~$$
Information and Training Centre in collaboration with
Pratham Infotech Foundation and Mahul Gram Samiti
at Mahul to impart structured computer education to all
age groups. The centre was inaugurated on 4.3.2014 by
Mr. R.R. Nair, GM (HR) MR in the presence of Mr. L.T.
Vaity, Ch. Mgr.(ER) and Mr. E Rozario, Ch. Mgr. (Admin.),
Mr. Prem Yadav, Director - Pratham Infotech Foundation
and Mr. Ramesh Patil, President - Mahul Gram Samiti.
  [  $   ;+ $  
students, college students and women will be provided
computer education at this centre.

e
IS Hits a C

Safety
g
n
i
r
i
p
Ins
     >< ~$  
$    $   +
Prasang’ on 11th March 2014, as part of the ongoing
Safety Month programs. Story-telling has been an
effective traditional way to teach values and culture
right from childhood. Today companies across the
globe adopt this method to spread awareness,
sensitize and inculcate the right attitude in employees
towards organization principles, values & culture. 29
participants shared their experience and learning in
Marathi, Hindi or English on the following themes 1) Safety – a way of life 2) Zero accident requires
¡$ $
to success and 4) A stitch in time saves nine.
>=>==^  }> + $$ 
and Mr. R.B. Tupe, Chief Manager, Advisory
Services, the jury for the competition, shared their
powerful insights on Safety and its adherence. This
<<+`;<
  +      ; $
as an unconscious habit, rather than follow it as a
conscious practice.

ntury

Z J`    ;+  ;$
<<+<Z! ;
being crucial for smooth business operations, as it
ensures users access to BPCL Applications from
$;=!;+
the best possible reliable connectivity. At our remote
   $ ;+ $ 
been provided through BSNL MPLS (Multi Protocol
< ;  +   <+   +
on VSAT. The Secondary MPLS project was started
<$;$;+
connectivity to users across the company.
! $ >` +  < 
at 160 locations all over India including Retail
Installations, Depots, Despatch Units, LPG Bottling
`=X$<`};<
commissioned on 17.10.2013. The project hit a
century with the commissioning of the Jalandhar
+;
To celebrate the success of this achievement, a
+  $ ;    Z
locations simultaneously on 18.2.2014. The main
+Z=  ;  ; 
IDC, Greater Noida and SRO IS teams joining
 "= ^ ~$  ><
~$  %~  ~ Z  # 
  =!;+
possible !

g at its Finest
Prociency Testin
J      `!   Z 
J``$!;
by NABL to aspiring PT providers. We utilized the
opportunity to provide our consultancy services
to such organizations, to add to the bottom line of
our PT department, and also help in improving the
capabilities of our personnel, who can bring rich
[<+<=J``!
      
aspects of ISO/IEC 17043: 2010 and the associated
Statistical Techniques’ for M/s. Fine Finish Organics
Pvt. Ltd. Customized to their requirements, it was
held at the customer’s site at Taloja MIDC from 25th
to 27th March 2014. The PT team was involved in
designing the course module and providing training
=![<+;
the PT team to explore more opportunities in future.
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APPOINTMENTS

Our New General Managers

Mr. Vijay Duggal
General Manager (Gas) Delhi
A Chartered Accountant, Mr. Duggal commenced his professional journey with BPCL in 1987, handling
assignments across Treasury, Pricing and Taxation. During secondment to OCC (1992-2002) and PPAC
"£ <$ 
 ~ >+ `=X
perspective of the Indian oil & gas sector through active involvement and association with several
high-powered committees set up by MoP&NG on dismantling of APM, Re-structuring of Standalone
~ `~; <$[ $$%$ `}~JJ ~$$
} }` `$`¤} ;+= `}~J £" 
~`} ;+=J+J`¢
the Gas SBU, he handles new business initiatives and strategies and has successfully steered bidding
strategies for 3 cross-country NG pipelines, Kochi LPG Pipeline and was associated with the M&A proposal
} =X++$<}=
X; >>J   <+ +=J
are often seen cycling along Lutyen Delhi roads. Their elder son, Gaurav, is a B-Tech (EEE) from BITS Pilani;
;+"$;<$;"$~<=X
$$+$<=!$ ~ 
3rd year B-Tech (CS) in NSIT, Delhi, is an active swimmer and plays the violin.

Mr. Ashok Kumar Gupta
  
Mr. Gupta graduated in B.E. (Civil) with Honours from Punjab Engg. College, Chandigarh (now Chandigarh
Technical University), followed by M.Sc. Engg. in Highways from the same Institute. He joined BPCL
 ¢     %=       ~ %=     
Engg. Head at Northern Region. He was responsible for design and construction of NGROs in the
 ¢¢¢¢=X;+ >>`J£$= 
stint as Retail Engg. Head from 2010 to 2013, there were a record number of NROs commissioned
and upgraded with maximum Capex, and Retail Automation was consolidated and extended. He is
a member of Institute of Engineers and All India Management Association. He is fond of travelling,
=X++<;^+^=
X#$ $$=X; #+ ;
+ <=! ¤ >J  $
and dancing. The younger son, Archit is pursuing his MBA (Tech) and is fond of photography, singing, painting
and calligraphy.

Mr. V. Nagarajan
Sr. Vice President (BDT/COT/VBPL & Marketing) BORL
A postgraduate in Science from Pune University, Mr. Nagarajan joined BPCL in September 1982. After
        ;   ^$     ;+ 
< ! >+¢¢= J +
TM (Indl.) Chennai in 1997. Further postings include TM (Retail) Chennai, Regional Fleet Services
Manager (South) and Chief Distribution Manager (North). Being a major Region with high sales
$> ;+<$
+=X<J~ Z"!
(the largest terminal with POL and LPG loading), from commissioning to stabilization. He credits all his
$=X<<<+
playing tennis. His family consists of his wife and a son.
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Mr. Milind S. Patke
Team Leader Project CUBE
J=%= >=  % >=`+#J`¢` "=X
;+%~<+>` ¢¢=
 ;<+$>#; > !
;!=  > `} `~ +
~> < %~¢¢¢<=X;X
$ < +"J
 ; X`  "  +    = X ;  !
Lead (Lubes) for development and implementation of SCM APO in Lubes BU in 2005 and a member
+;}ZZ+$=Z +X
Industrial (Lubes) and tied up with TVS for the launch and seamless distribution of TVS Genuine Oil from
TVS channels by implementing a web interface between TVS and BPCL. This idea won the Chairman’s
Award in 2007 and was later replicated in another business. In 2011, he joined the CUBE team and established
a connect with cross-functional teams in all regions. He guided the team towards implementing the BPCL First
initiative in 14 cities and later, expanded to 18 more cities across the country. This initiative has given BPCL an
opportunity to differentiate itself from OMCs, besides achieving much needed cross-BU integration. Recently, he
also completed a two year Post Graduate Diploma in Management from IIM Indore Mumbai campus. His wife,
Manjari is a housewife. Their elder daughter, Pallavi is a Textile Designer from NIFT and she recently completed
her MA in History of Design from University of Brighton, UK. Their younger daughter, Prachi is doing her BE
Electronics (1st Year) from BITS Pilani (Goa campus).

Mr. Srikant S. Desai
General Manager Designate
Mr. Desai is a Civil Engineer from UVC Bangalore. After a two year stint with Tata’s at Trombay, he joined
J`=¢=¢%  ><~$=Z¢¢ >+
   ~ <  ;+       ; 
Chairman’s trophy for retail outlet design. As the Head of Wadilube Installation, he was instrumental
<<<Z<Z=
He then played a leadership role as Head of the Retail business in Gujarat, when competition was
stiff, with the new retail outlets of Reliance and Essar entering the fray. In Administration, he was
instrumental in completion of various administrative projects, in addition to CSR and other functions.He
and his wife, Sneha, are blessed with two beautiful daughters - Bhavana and Prerana, whom he credits
with all his achievements in life, quipping, “Behind every successful man is a woman !” Among his interests
+=X;$#$$=X$
 ¥+; $+ #<;<"
what BPCL is.”

Mr. Jayesh S. Shah
General Manager (HR) Retail HQ
After graduating as a Civil Engineer from M.S. University, Vadodara, Mr. Shah joined BPCL in 1984. He started
%; <  ; 
  ]~ ;  ;+  [ $   =    
     <     +   ] 
complexes and renovating / maintaining the existing facilities. He also had stints as Team Member in
Project CALIBER, Project WIN and was the HR Entities head. As head of Talent Management, his
biggest contribution was in the area of re-articulating the Culture and Values of BPCL and designing
 % !>;+J`= <
+ *>J >+;X~> %
`= $ <;Z +;<
+<"+  *=
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LEGAL

Motor Accident Claims

The Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 is enacted to consolidate
 ;     +  
the changes due to road transport technology, pattern
       ;+ 
etc. This article covers one part of the Act i.e. relating to
Accident Claims as incidents of accidents leading to loss
of life and property across the country are rising rapidly.
The Act provides for compulsory third party insurance
and procedure of adjudication, to ensure relief to victims
of accident cases.

number of years of service/
income. The compensation
so arrived will be reduced by
1/3rd towards expenses, which
the victim would have incurred had
he been alive. Notional income for nonearning persons and for spouse 1/3rd of income of

Schedule. The minimum amount of compensation shall
not be less than Rs.50,000.

Motor accidents can cause serious injuries and even
death, having a major impact on people's lives and the
lives of people around them. At the same time, the person
responsible for the accident or his insurance company
may also face substantial liability. The Act stipulates that
no person shall use or allow any other person to use a
motor vehicle without a policy of insurance against third
$ +=      
carried, there shall also be a policy of insurance under
the Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991

The Central Government revises the amount payable
under the said Schedule from time to time, after
considering the cost of living.

Interim Relief
Where death or permanent disablement of any person
has resulted from the accident, the owner of the vehicle
is liable to pay compensation of Rs.50,000 for death
and Rs.25,000 for permanent disability, as interim relief
(Section 140). This is on ‘no fault’ basis and claim cannot
be defeated by reason of wrongful act of the victim. It is
awarded immediately as an interim relief by the Tribunal.
Hit And Run Compensation
In hit and run cases, where the identity of the vehicle
cannot be ascertained, the General Insurance Company
is liable to pay Rs.25,000 for death and Rs.12,500 in
respect of grievous hurt, for which claims are to be
preferred before the Motor Accident Claims Tribunal.
Central Government has made a Scheme for payment
of compensation and the same shall be administered by
General Insurance Corporation.
Compensation As Per ‘Structured Formula’
A new right in favour of claimants was introduced in 1994
for receiving compensation on ‘no fault’ basis, based on
a structured formula. Based on experience, Government
   $  +  < 
income of the victim, age of the victim and the pecuniary
loss. Therefore, a structured formula and multipliers
have been provided for different age groups and different
income levels to determine compensation. A Table
as Schedule - II has been provided in the Act giving
different income levels starting from Rs.3,000 p.m. up to
Rs.40,000 p.m and different age groups starting from ‘up
to 15 years’ till ‘above 65 years.’ Compensation amounts
and multipliers are given. Obviously, the maximum
compensation is provided for the age group of 25 – 30
years, considering income of the person and balance
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As such, the Tribunal can decide the compensation on
the basis of this formula instantly and expeditiously,
because loss suffered by the victim/victim’s family
requires immediate relief and any delay in grant of
;+<=> 
this also brings some consistency in Awards.
This scheme is an alternative to determination of
compensation under Section 166 of the Act given in the
next paragraph.
COMPENSATION
A person not choosing to claim compensation as per
      <  +
an Application for compensation under Section 166,
claiming negligence or fault on the part of the vehicle
owner/driver. Here, the claimant will have to establish
the fault or negligence on the part of the vehicle owner/
driver and the Tribunal will also determine whether
there was any contributory negligence on the part
of the claimant/victim. In case of such contributory
negligence, the claim amount would be proportionately
reduced. Compensation awarded under this section
could be much higher than under the structured formula.
However, if the Tribunal comes to the conclusion that
no case has been made out for awarding compensation
under Section 166 on the basis of fault, it cannot award
compensation under Section 163A, since the claims
under two sections are in the nature of alternative
remedies and the two cannot be claimed simultaneously
or in succession.
Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal (MACT)
The Act provides for establishment of a MACT in each
District to deal with matters relating to compensation
of motor accident claims by the victim or by their next
 += ! !<  ;    
of life/property and injury cases resulting from motor
=> !<$¤
from the State Higher Judicial Service and are under
direct supervision of the Hon’ble High Court of the
respective State. The Tribunal has all the powers of the
Civil Court and no Civil Court has jurisdiction to entertain

This is My Country
any claim in respect of accidents where the Tribunal has
been constituted.

The canorous lands, an unending canopy of beauty.

The Act empowers State Governments to constitute one
or more Tribunals for adjudicating claims for compensation
in respect of accidents. Claim for compensation includes
claims under Sections 140, 163A and 166 as stated
above. An Application for compensation can be made
by the person who has sustained injury, owner of the
property, legal heirs of the deceased victim, or by any
=  <<
Tribunal having jurisdiction over the area of accident or
where the victim resides.

The rich blue sky, amorously embraces you

APPEAL
Any person aggrieved by an Award of the Claims
!<$ X;¢
days from the date of the Award. The person liable to pay
$ ; 
to deposit 50% of the amount subject to the maximum of
Rs.25,000, otherwise the Appeal will not be entertained.



It is important to note the following in order to successfully
claim compensation :

Come alleviate your forlorn desires, just give your heart a salute

 Report the accident to the Police.
 >+      < 
insurance company etc.
 Photograph of the scene, if possible.
 Get medical treatment
 Report the accident to your insurance company.
 ^   " + [  
bills, travel expenses etc.

Come experience the Land of Dreams,

Mr. S. K. Agrawal, GM(Legal) with
Mr. S. Venugopal, Sr. Mgr.Legal, Kochi

An expanse of gold, which one cannot withhold.
My country is God's home, where everyday is new.
The natural serene atmosphere, with apathy of no sorts
Where the cuckoo sings to glory, songs of valour and love
The smell of the golden sand, with the advent of the rains.
We have heaven on earth, and the pleasure of Gods above!
       

Colourful scarves kiss the air, where the land and the sky do meet
Beautiful ladies around, throng the wells with earthen pots,
As beautiful as the Alps, more disciplined than the Scots!
      
 

      

only love you will leave behind..
Can you see that cute little baby, as he comely nods his head?
Atop his father's shoulders, watching the village fair.
See the royal spectacle and food,
A magic show here, and a folk dance there!
Have a look at these children, as innocent as new dolls,
As the lovely caring grandma tells them fairy tales
Feed your deepening wanderlust, as much as your heart can take,

Legal Awards
For the Corporate Counsel Leadership Awards organized
by IDEX Legal, BPCL’s Legal Team were declared Runnersup in two categories:
1) General Counsel of the year - Male: Mr. S K Agrawal
2) Best Legal Department: BPCL
The main factors considered were variety of matters,
[    <    + 
+;<=!
Congress organized by IDEX Legal is a platform for eminent
Legal Counsels across India. The event and competition
draws General Counsels from major Companies and Legal
;=
Companies such as Reliance Capital, Sterlite, Max India,
Thomson Reuters, Cognizant Technology, Citi Group,
Ambuja Cement, Essar Group, Godrej Industries, Adani,
CRISIL, Air India, Cipla, Sandoz etc. participated. AMSS,
    ! ;  ; 
amongst many who joined the Event.

This is Incredible India folks, hospitality never fails!
If you happen to come to India, you will be treated like God,
Right from the foggy mornings, till the mythical Land of Nod
No matter from where you come, no matter whatever you do,
My motherland will embrace you tight, without the slightest ado
Now as the setting sun royally graces the sky,
"     #
All that I have said above, is what my country is like
You have a girlfriend, or a wife ?
Come and experience the Pedagogy of Life!
- Sabyasachi Patra,
son of Dr. D.C. Patra,
DGM Strategy (LPG), HQ

PEOPLE

Academic Excellence

Ms. Ankita Bakre, Manager - Urban Retailing RHQ,
was recently awarded a PhD Degree in Management
at a glittering Convocation Ceremony held at NMIMS
University, Mumbai. The Convocation was presided
over by Mr. Vinod Rai, former CAG of India, Dr. Rajan
Saxena, Vice Chancellor, Dr. M.N. Welling, Pro-Vice
Chancellor and Dr. Debasis Sanyal, Dean, School of
Business Management, NMIMS University, apart from
the distinguished faculty and guests.
>=J+;<J%[
J%*$=X;+;
widely appreciated by the reviewers from leading
institutions such as IIM, Ahmedabad; IIM, Bangalore;
XLRI, Jamshedpur; TISS, Mumbai and Indian Institute
of Science, Bangalore and senior Professors from
American Universities. Prof. Kevin Keller, E.B. Osborn
`>+  !+J 
  ;>+
} >=J+<
research and empirically test the conceptual Customer
JJ%*$;+=>+ 
Mr. Gurcharan Das complimented her on the contextual
;+< 
$=^ = +J+<
achiever par excellence !

Mr. Tushar Soubhari, son of Mr. V.K. Soubhari,
Dy.Manager Operations, Mangalore Coastal Installation,
bagged the prestigious Rev. Fr. N. Casimir Raj Prize, of
Loyola College, Chennai, for his outstanding performance
"~+>==$"=

Ms. A.S.Vidya,>= = =+ 
Process Operator, Chennai LPG Plant, Gummidipoondi
stood second in the 12th Std. (State Board) Public
exam scoring 98.5%. She has joined Ist year MBBS
at Karpaga Vinayaga Institute of Medial Science &
Research, Kancheepuram District,Tamil Nadu. BPCL
recognized her distinction by awarding a Stethescope
to her. Mr. G.P. Kamath, TM (LPG)Chennai, presented
;;=
position in School in the 10th Std. CBSE Public exam.
She also completed Arangetram in Bharatha Natyam,
besides adding more feathers in her cap by winning
Rangoli competitions held in school and college.
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!  ;+  Mr. Mohan
Yadav, Executive Aviation, Bhopal
     >$ 
Materials Science, in the area
of Polymer Matrix Micro & Nano
composites based on Poly Tetra
Fluoro Ethylene (PTFE), has been
recognized by renowned International
Journals. Based on his M.Tech
 ;+    <
published online in :
¤!<$ $>
Engineers, ASME) on Wear and Friction Behavior of
Nano Composites for Tribology Application
 ¤   `$    $ 
   J  } +"
PTFE Composites

President's Fire Service Medal
On Republic Day, Mr. Arun Kumar Das, Chief Manager
  $  ^ ~$  ; ; 
President's Fire Service Medal for meritorious service. A
  
     J $  ; 
2009-10 from the Department of Factories & Boilers,
Govt. of Kerala and National Safety Council, Kerala
Chapter.
Mr. A.K. Das receives the intimation order of the President’s
  
          
Mr. C.K. Soman, GM (Operations), Mr. K.D. Damien Gracious,
DGM (Fire & Safety) and Mr. Prasad K. Panicker, ED (Kochi
!

Bassi Basks in Glory
== + J   
as Manager Operations, BORL has
<    +  
Colonel in the Territorial Army effective
===! $}
+==
felicitation function was held at Kamptee,
Nagpur (MS) on 23.12.2013, when the
+;
  <$    
ASC Bn. He says, “It is indeed a proud
  = Z +  
BPCL’s image to the pinnacle.”

Farewell
Ms. Manju Khanna
Having joined BPCL in March 1984 as
+   >#
was later promoted as a Secretary in
1991 and was posted in Coordination
Department. Her husband retired 3
$<+  =
They have two married daughters –
+
<=!$ZJ+
in Mumbai. As she avers, “In a nutshell, my journey at BPCL
has been a nice and pleasant one. Throughout my time
here, I was blessed to have fantastic bosses. Whenever any
help or guidance was required by me, someone was always
+=X $
=~$J`;+=Z$
fond memories of Bharat Petroleum and will cherish them
for the rest of my life.”

The Role of a Woman
As an innocent toddler,
From her mother she hides;
As a doting daughter,
She’s her father’s joy and pride.
As a watchful sister,
Her brother she chides;
As a fun loving friend,
Our secrets she hides.
As a devoted wife,
She’s her husband’s greatest gain;


She eases her child’s pain.
As an affectionate granny,
She enthralls us with her tales;
As an agony aunt,
She comforts our wails.
Oh Woman !
So pure, so beautiful, so chaste,
You change the world with your
kindhearted ways;
Although the roles that you play are countless,
The love in your heart is boundless !!
- Andrea Sequeira,
daughter of Betty Sequeira, LPG HR
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AGM of BPRMSA in Delhi

From left are Mr. N.K. Mahajan, Treasurer, Mr. A.S. Bhatia,
Secretary, Mr. Mukesh Rohatagi, President, Mr. S.K. Mathur, Vice
President and Mr. H.R. Kapur, Joint Secretary.

The AGM of the BPCL Retired Management Staff
Association Delhi was held recently in the Auditorium
$X + = ¤$  
42 members have crossed the milestone of 80 years;
however, mementoes were distributed to the ten
seniormost members – M/s. J.S. Bir, V. Dhavan, H.R.
Kapur and J.C. Malhotra. The other recipients were
M/s. B. Sitaram, P.C. Pande, R. Dayal, S.B. Budhiraja,
B.L. Ghabru and P.N. Deolia.

Good Reads !
Mr. Ram Ramakrishnan
(Retd.) BPCL, is a widely
travelled leader with a desire
+
+= 
40 year career in India, Ram
and his wife Savitri, married
for 61 years, now live in New
Jersey, learning, sharing
and caring for those around
them. He’s authored this
<+ ;<
power of all types of love - how to live in love, and how
each and every aspect of human life is shaped by love.
Love is the catalyst for a successful career, a happy
marriage, a loving family, and a healthy, joyous life.
Understanding love can increase our ability to connect,
<=!<+
deals with the eternal fear of death faced by all human
beings, the views of various religions on death, and
how death may be the greatest of all human blessings.
Z+=
Mr. Aspi Mistry, (Retd.)
Manager, Operation Services,
><~$#
~$¤$¢=
After years of productive
;$
related technical matters, he’s
<+;=
X<+
of short stories, entitled ‘The
Whale of Time.’ The main
story is about parents’ abiding
love for their children in this
world and thereafter.
!<+;<]];;;=;=
Do read the stories and write reviews. It will be worth
your while !

Obituary
Mr. C.S. Vijayan, Member LPG
Distribution Selection Board, Tamil
Nadu expired on 25.1.2014. Aged
56, he had served the Corporation
for about 33 years. He is survived
by his wife and two daughters.
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Mr. S.J. Barretto    ;+
> =><~$
expired on 12.2.2014 at the age of 51
years. He joined the Corporation on
21.1.1986. He is survived by his wife
and two daughters.

The Joy of Turning Eighty:
A Gift of a Long Life
One night I dreamed
about mercury - shining
<  *+
rising and falling. Mercury
is element number 80,
and my dream was
a reminder that I had
reached 80 ! Elements
and birthdays have been
intertwined for me, since
my boyhood, when I
learned about atomic
numbers. At 11, I could
say, I am sodium (element
11) and at 79, I am gold.
I got a bottle of mercury
for my 80th birthday - a
<+<+"Z
$;Z#+ Z;
+   $    $  +$  Z 
not have the complication of alcoholism, as some have.
Eighty ! I can hardly believe it. I often feel that life is
about to begin, only to realise it is almost over. I was the
middle one of three sons. I was always the youngest boy
in my class at high school and I have retained this feeling
of being the youngest, even though, I am now almost the
Z+;=
I thought I would die at 34, when I met with a very serious
accident while driving my car in the torrential rain. To
  $   Z   <+  < 
+=!;
shape and I was pulled out of the side driver's window
and no one believed that I was alive ! I splinted my leg
and hand as best as I could and started to lever myself
down the culvert, clumsily, with my one arm and one leg
intact. In the long hours that followed, I was assailed by
memories, both good and bad. Most were in a mode of
gratitude for what I had been given by others, gratitude
   Z  < <    <+= 
eighty, with a scattering of medical and surgical problems
- none disabling, I feel very glad to be alive ! Sometimes,
it bursts out of me when the weather is perfect.
I am grateful that I have experienced many things some wonderful, some horrible - and that I have been
<;" #+=``
received innumerable letters and emails from friends,
  ;";  = Z +  ;
languages, apart from my mother tongue Tamil, and I
have also travelled far and wide and experienced other
cultures as widely as I could, throughout the world and
more in my motherland – India, nay Bharat !
In short, I have had a full life, and now, I am ready to go.
For me, this means going to heaven (where we all shall

REMINISCENCES

meet). I would love to remain in the memories of my relatives,
;; $+$
me, even after my departure from this world !
$ +=
More than half of one's contemporaries are dead, and many
more with profound mental or physical damage are trapped in
a tragic and minimal existence ! At my age - DOB 20.12.1932
"+$<=|
little slower, names more frequently elude one, and energies
must be husbanded, but even so, one may often feel full
 $     = Z +   ;  $
  $  $   $
 ;+;$
Gabardine pants, Liberty shirt, Tootal tie and Ambassador
 + =!+J<
$`;+ Z;+
or less intact for a few more years and continue to love and
;+ ;$=$
comes, I hope I can die in harness.
My father, a village school master who lived to 90, often said
that the ‘80s had been one of the most enjoyable decades
=X Z< + <
enlargement of mental life and perspective. One has had a
long experience of life, not only one's own life, but also of
many others too. One has seen triumphs and tragedies,
booms and busts, revolutions and wars, great achievements
and deep ambiguities. One has seen grand theories rise, only
to be toppled by stubborn facts. One is more conscious of
transience and perhaps of beauty. At eighty, one has a vivid,
lived sense of history, which is not possible at an earlier age. I
$< ;$  +=Z
+ ;
endure, but as a time of leisure, freed from the factitious
urgencies of earlier days, free to explore whatever I wish, and
to bind the thoughts and feelings of a lifetime together.
I am enjoying being 80 + ! By the way, I carry my father's
disease, as I carry his middle name. Written on paper, not
   | <  <$ }= Z  + $ 
crossed for the present and praying to God, day and night,
that better things should be in store for me. All due to the good
fortune of my beloved wife - Mangalya Baghyam - that I am
today what I am. Through sunshine and storm, I have done
my best for my children, relatives, friends and well wishers,
till this day, and will continue to do so till the last day of my
existence in this world. The older we grow, the more we tend
<;;;+  
as young adults and so on.... As a parent of two children, with
$ Z$
by people's responses! Something I too may have done in the
$$
- Rajagopal Subramanian (Retd.)
Manager, Madras Division
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SPORTS

Cricket in Eastern Region

The Winners : Achievers

J]%$+;
by Eastern Region at Southern Avenue ground, wherein
three matches were played amongst the following
teams :
1. Achievers – HRS, SS Finance, Legal &Vigilance
2. Royals - Retail
3. Warriors – Lubes, Aviation & Audit
4. Challengers – LPG, E&P, IIS, I&C
![;$<;
and Achievers, with the players rolling, jumping and
running to win the match. The tournament was won by
<$;+=!;;$<$
Mr. Siddhartha Banerjee, GM (Retail), East,
Mr. Sanjeeb Paul, Regional Lubes Manager, East
and Mr. P.K. Ramanathan, Regional LPG Manager,
East. While the Man of the Match was Pradip Raha,
`$!;J!+ 
Best Bowler: Amit Bhadra, Best Batsman: Sudipto
>+#J~#J=%$
$+
energy and enthusiasm with which the staff participated
wholeheartedly.

Marathon Man

The Runners - up : Warriors

Friendship Cup
%~+;<=
!<;J`^+`
;      +  ;
attended by the high and mighty of the administrative
  ^+  <$  %~ J = !
+;`}[
to Eden Gardens on 9th March 2014. The captains of
;=` ^+
GM (Retail) East led from the front and
"<=
This provided a wonderful opportunity
J`;+
;Z`;
matter in the Police Department and
the administrative services. Recently,
J`  < <  <+  Z
$  $ X   ^+
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`+}  
Gujarat, for the third time, participated in
the half marathon event of the Standard
Chartered Mumbai Marathon. For the
2014 edition, he encountered a few
 +# ;
at Ahmedabad, the demise of his father
and continuous leg pain in Nov/Dec ‘13.
J%$
won the day !
Police vehicles. KP is now a platinum customer of BPCL
;~==!+
match provided us with a good window to seal our
relationship with this valued customer. The match went
<$
words of the Police Commissioner, the only clear winner
;+=

Online Safety
1. Never click on a link you did not expect to receive
The golden rule. The main way criminals infect PCs with malware
<$++=
       ; 
to be much more easily targeted. They can see what you’re
interested in and send you crafted messages, inviting you to
+= =
2. Use different passwords on different sites
With individuals typically having anything up to 100 online
accounts, the tendency has become to share one or two
passwords across accounts or use very simple ones, such as
loved ones’ names, birthdays, pets or favourite sports teams.
$;$$+<=
3. Never reuse your main email password
+;+$;
+$$§¨+=`;
you visit can be reset via your main email account. A criminal
 ;  $       
<+ $
date of birth, all of which enables ID fraud.
4. Use anti-virus software
In 2010 there were 49m new strains of malware, meaning that
anti-virus software manufacturers are engaged in a constant
game of “catch-up.” The initial detection rate of a new virus is
$ ¡= Z +  ;   ;   
;+=<"+=
5. If in doubt, block
¤ $        <+"
+Z* $
+;=
6.Think before you tweet and how you share information
 +Z =
7. If you have a “wipe your phone” feature — use it
>$`  J+J$
Protect allow you to remotely erase all your personal data,
should your device be lost or stolen.
8. Only shop online on secure sites
J$ ;$+
+<++$$<;$<;=
9. Don’t assume banks will pay you back
J+<
of fraud, unless they can prove that the customer has acted
“fraudulently” or been “grossly negligent.”
10. Ignore pop-ups
`";;+
into verifying something. Always ignore pop-ups offering things
+$" $
where the malcode is.
     
>;$
of data leaves your device headed for a web destination, it
is “in the clear” as it transfers through the air on the wireless
;+=
12. Run more than one email account
!+ <    $ <+   

SAFETY

 ;+=Z
+ $;$=
13. Macs are as vulnerable as PCs
Macs used to be less of a target, but this is changing.
14. Don’t store your card details on websites
%;+$;$
credit card details for future use.
15. Add a DNS service to protect other devices
A DNS or domain name system service converts a web address
(a series of letters) into a machine-readable IP address (a
series of numbers). You’re probably using your ISP’s DNS
service by default, but you can opt to subscribe to a service
such as OpenDNS or Norton ConnectSafe, which redirects you
if you attempt to access a malicious site.
    "
If your email or cloud service offers it – Gmail, Dropbox, Apple
<++<=Z
  $ ;  $   +   
>$=
17. Lock your phone and tablet devices
^+ #$;$=^$
;"$+
<   $    = ["  
; $$
additional security.
18. Be careful on auction sites
 [=+
<++$;<=^
your online payment accounts secure by regularly changing
$; +<+;+
<+
use on them, to limit any potential fraud still further.
19. Lock down your Facebook account
<+$tes its timeline and privacy settings, so
;$=$ $
 ¥;$©¥©=
Also in privacy, setting “limit old posts” applies friends-only
sharing to past as well as future posts. Disable the ability of
+$=~;$
log, which shows your entire history of posts and allows you to
+ ;   =    $   
phone number, date of birth and other information that could be
+$$=$$;
$¥+©¥©ª++;<
you, the more convincing a phishing email they can spam you
;=<+$ $$
don’t use or don’t remember installing. Finally, use the “view
©+;<
$ nue to “edit” and adjust to taste.
20. Remember you’re human after all
<$<+ +
;$++  
<$$<$=X+$
;$$+=
Source : Irish Examiner Ltd.
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1. Check out your ankle
;<_;$
to trouble in your brain and a simple
+"< [ JZ   
reveal its cognitive state.

9. The ApoE4 gene
    << =
 % + $ 
susceptible to developing late-onset
Alzheimer’s.

2. Antioxidant-rich foods
Certain foods infuse your brain with
antioxidants, that can slow memory
decline. All fruit and vegetables are
 <      <+
raspberries, elderberries, raisins and
blueberries.

10. Say yes to coffee
  "_$   
antioxidants and caffeine and helps
<+
<++ 
depression, high blood pressure and
diabetes, all promoters of dementia.

3. Beware of bad fats
Stay away from saturated fats which
strangle brain cells causing them to
<=

11. Dangers of underweight
Unexplained weight loss after age
60 may be a sign of Alzheimer’s.

4. Develop a bigger brain
Increase the size of your
brain through studying,
learning new things or
broadening your circle
of friends for stimulation.
5. Chocolate Treat
Cocoa, the main ingredient
    +$"
high
concentrations
of antioxidants called
_  ;  
heart and brain-protecting properties.
6. The oestrogen evidence
68% of Alzheimer’s patients are
women, possibly as midway through
life, they lose the protection of the
hormone estrogen which boosts
memory.
7. Raise good cholesterol
High
good-type
HDL
blood
cholesterol protects you from heart
disease and can also save your
<= %[  + 
amounts of alcohol and lose weight.
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12. Drink wine
A daily glass of wine may help
delay dementia. Alcohol is an anti_$   
cholesterol which helps ward off
dementia. High antioxidants in red
wine act as artery relaxants, dilating
blood vessels and increasing blood
_; ;  
functioning.
13. Know the early signs
>$ <    
clue. You may notice a decline in
depth perception, for example you
  +     ;
and miss it. Or you misjudge the
;+=
Doing a jigsaw puzzle or reading a
map may also be confusing. Losing
your sense of smell can also be
 $    ;  +
the same question repeatedly or
misplacing belongings in odd places
++$ =!
earlier the signs are spotted, the
more successful lifestyle changes
+$<=

14. Mediterranean diet
The Mediterranean diet can help
save your brain from memory
deterioration
and
dementia.
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15. Middle Age Obesity
Your brain cares if you are fat. A
study showed obese people had
8% less brain tissue and overweight
people had 4% less brain tissue than
normal weight people, which hugely
  +  =
> <+
in areas of the brain targeted by
Alzheimer’s, which are critical
for planning, long term memory,
attention and executive functions,
and control of movement.
16. Get a good night’s sleep
+[<=
Sleep has surprising powers to
protect your brain against memory
loss and Alzheimer’s. It is a wonder
drug that helps manipulate levels
of the dreaded brain toxin peptide
beta-amyloid, a prime instigator
of
Alzheimer’s,
which puts you at

+=
!+   +
treatment for sleep
disorders.
17. Have a big social circle
Interacting with friends and family
+  <  =
Z    
  <$ <+
connections left by Alzheimer’s.
%[ $  ;+= !
stronger the brain reserve you build
 +$$
to stave off Alzheimer’s symptoms.
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can leave a hangover of severe
psychological stress that precedes
dementia. Be aware that chronic
stress can increase older people’s
vulnerability to memory decline and
=+=
Antidepressants,
counselling,
relaxation techniques and other
forms of therapy may head off
stress-related memory loss if
treated early.
19. Take care of your teeth
Bad gums may poison
your brain. Infection
responsible
for
gum disease gives

_$
byproducts that travel
to areas of the brain involved
in memory loss. Consequently,
<  _  
  $  + $
gums and teeth healthy but also
your memory sharper.
20. Get enough Vitamin B12
As you age, blood levels of vitamin
B12 go down and the chance of
Alzheimer’s goes up. Your ability
to absorb it from foods diminishes
in middle age, setting the stage for
brain degeneration years later. A
brain running low on B12 actually
+     
to brain atrophy by ripping away
myelin, a fatty protective sheath
around neurons. It can also trigger
_   $ 
brain cells.

21. Vinegar in everything
 + +   $
lead to memory decline, namely
high blood sugar, insulin resistance,
diabetes and pre-diabetes and
; = !   +
potent glucose-lowering effects.
22. Have your eyes checked
If you preserve good or excellent
vision as you age, your chances
of developing dementia drop by an
astonishing 63%. Impaired vision
+     
mental and physical activities such
as reading and exercising, as well
as social activities, all believed to
delay cognitive decline.
23. Eat curry
Curry powder contains
the\
yelloworange spice
turmeric,
+ ;
curcumin,
a
component
reported to stall memory decline.
 ;+ <$ <+ 
build-up of Alzheimer’s-inducing
amyloid plaques (deposits found in
the brains of sufferers), then nibbles
away at existing plaques to slow
cognitive decline.
24. Diabetes control
Having type 2 diabetes ma+ $
more vulnerable to Alzheimer’s. The
two disorders have similar causes
– obesity, high blood pressure,
high cholesterol, high fat and high
sugar diets, low physical activity as
well as high blood sugar. Diabetes
can deliver a double whammy
to the brain, destroying neurons
  _= 
$ <  + <
  ;  +  
low-saturated fat diet and regular
exercise.
25. Drink more tea
Tea stalls the cognitive loss that
precedes Alzheimer’s - the more tea
$ +    $ 
$ = !   +

with compounds able to penetrate
 <"< <  <+
neuronal damage. One particular
  [  <+ 
[$  <"$  ; +
<=>++
<+   =  
+ [
activity by 25%.

Ode to Walking
Live life to the hilt
When you do not walk you are
consumed by guilt
The civic authorities
treat us like silt
In winter take a quilt
But walk you must
You become earthy
when you walk
And with chirping birds you talk
The setting sun is aglow
  

Walking is the distance between
being and becoming
Else, face the
obesity unbecoming
Wistful, alluring loving kinesthesia
It is poetry in motion
Sway to the body’s tunes
Stay away from fat
depositing goons
A daily walk is a boon,
ou baboon.
Sashay to Spalding’s croon
Or listening to Pandit Jasraj,
go over the moon.
In the endless game
of money making
I have lost on walking.
-Venkatesh Prasad N Iyer,
Manager LPG Finance - HQ
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Energising
Lives
Contest
A Contest for Employees
You have been touching the lives of people
;$"+ 
;+"
throughout. We’re proud of the way you’ve lived
out BPCL’s core purpose of Energising Lives.
Here’s your opportunity to be recognized and
rewarded for your efforts !

Awards
Chairman's Award: Rs. 30,000.
Winner: Rs. 20,000.
Runner up: Rs. 10,000.

Theme
This year, we focus on ‘Energising Lives
J$+ ;
service activities, education, environment,
 ; +  ;
empowerment, general welfare etc.

Eligibility

Meritorious Awards
Mail
You can send your entries to :
 ++¬<=
< ¬<=

 $J`=
 !$<
from January 2013 to December 2013.
 %<<$

Contact

Description

Or

The following details are required :
1. Name(s), Staff number(s), Designation(s),
Location, Contact Numbers and Email
addresses of the members.
2. Details of the Activity (Max: 500 words)
3. Photographs of the activity
= J

Ms. Sharon Pires,
%¬<=
Phone: (022) 2271 3349

>=>^+
%++¬<=
Phone: (022) 2271 3345

Last Date
for Entries is
30th June 2014
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Breathtaking Beauty

Pics by Manoj Bharti, Assistant Manager Engg. (Retail) Guwahati

